
 
 

What this article is about 

A public health approach to gambling harm is 
increasingly recognized in many countries. This 
approach treats gambling harm as existing on a 
continuum from mild to severe. It also seeks to 
understand the link between gambling harm and 
health and wellbeing. How gambling harm should be 
measured is still a matter of debate. The authors 
review recent research on the measurement of 
gambling harm as experienced by people who gamble. 
They then suggest how to integrate gambling harm 
measures into the broader field of public health.  

What was done? 

The authors review research studies on the 
measurement of gambling harm and their limitations. 
They make recommendations for grounding gambling 
harm measures to a public health approach.  

What you need to know 

Early approach to measuring gambling harm 

The authors note that early approach relied on 
measures meant to assess problem gambling, such as 
the Problem Gambling Severity Index (PGSI). It often 
did not distinguish between harmful consequences 
(e.g., financial problems) from behavioural signs of 
excessive gambling (e.g., losing control). An influence 
of this approach is that the measurement of gambling 
harm has followed the clinical model of addiction; 
people are considered to experience harm or not 
experience harm (an all-or-none categorization).  

Measures targeted at gambling harm 

More recent studies have developed measures that 
are specifically targeted at gambling harm. The 

Victorian Gambling Screen (VGS) was likely the first 
attempt to do so. The VGS has 16 items. However, 
some items can be argued to assess behaviour rather 
than consequence. Some of the items are also worded 
vaguely. The VGS has not been widely adopted by 
researchers. 

The Problem and Pathological Gambling Measure 
(PPGM) has 17 items to measure three aspects: (1) 
problems (i.e., harms); (2) impaired control; and (3) 
other issues. Research using the PPGM has suggested 
that financial problems are the earliest and most 
reliable harms that emerge from excessive gambling. 
The PPGM has had good uptake among researchers. 

The Harm Questionnaire (HQ) uses a 2-step approach 
to measure gambling harm. Each harm is probed by 
two questions. The first question asks about the 
degree to which an issue is a problem in one’s life. 
The second question asks about the degree to which 
the problem is due to gambling. Research using the 
HQ has suggested that psychological and financial 
problems are the most widespread harms.  

Why is this article important? 

The authors discuss how gambling harm has been 
evaluated over the last 15 years. They summarize 
recent research that has applied the Short 
Gambling Harms Screen and other measures 
developed to capture gambling harm. The authors 
consider how gambling harm measures may be 
integrated into the public health Burden of 
Disease framework. Doing so will improve our 
understanding of the link between gambling harm 
and health and wellbeing, in particular the 
reductions to quality of life due to gambling. 

Recent developments in the measurement 
of gambling harm 
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The Short Gambling Harms Screen (SGHS) has 10 
items. It was developed from a checklist of 72 harms 
which cover six domains: financial, health, 
relationships, psychological, social deviance, and 
work/study. The SGHS has been criticized for using a 
‘yes/no’ response format and emphasizing milder 
harms (e.g., reduction in savings). Nonetheless, the 
SGHS has been shown to be a valid and reliable tool to 
assess gambling harm. It is currently the most widely 
adopted measure, especially in Australia.   

All of these gambling harm measures consider harms 
to occur on a continuum from mild to severe. It is 
recognized that people with low risk gambling can 
also experience harms. Arguably, harms related to 
health and wellbeing are at the core. 

Effects of gambling harm on health and wellbeing 

According to the authors, a limitation of recent 
research is the lack of relating gambling harm to 
health utility. Health utility is used in public health to 
describe the quality of life of patients, with values 
ranging from 0 (death) to 1 (perfect health). Disability 
weights are used to estimate the harmful impact to 
quality of life for each year a person lives with a 
health condition. Using disability weights, the Global 
Burden of Disease framework allows for comparisons 
between different health conditions on their impacts 
on health and wellbeing (e.g., gambling and alcohol). 

The prevention paradox refers to a situation in which 
the majority of negative outcomes in a population 
come from a large number of people at low risk of a 
health condition, rather than a small number of 
people at high risk. The authors suggest that the 
prevention paradox in gambling is a question of 
whether harms are distributed across people at low to 
high risk or concentrated in people with high risk only. 
A number of studies have found that people with low 
risk gambling contribute more to the reductions in 
quality of life as measured by disability weights.  

The authors suggest that the next goal in the 
measurement of gambling harm is to integrate it with 
the Burden of Disease framework. This includes 
linking gambling harm measures to health utility 
values (e.g., disability weights). The authors 

recommend that research makes use of the evidence 
already established for the SGHS. They also 
recommend that health utility values be established 
for when gambling harm is measured on a continuum 
(e.g., for SGHS or other related measures) and for 
clinical categories (e.g., for PGSI scores).  

Who is it intended for? 

This article is intended for researchers, public health 
staff, and other stakeholders in the field of gambling. 
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About Gambling Research Exchange (GREO) 

Gambling Research Exchange (GREO) has partnered 
with the Knowledge Mobilization Unit at York 
University to produce Research Snapshots. GREO is an 
independent knowledge translation and exchange 
organization that aims to eliminate harm from 
gambling. Our goal is to support evidence-informed 
decision making in safer gambling policies, standards, 
and practices. The work we do is intended for 
researchers, policy makers, gambling regulators and 
operators, and treatment and prevention service 
providers.   

Learn more about GREO by visiting greo.ca or emailing 
info@greo.ca.  
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